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DeMaSy contains a standard set of footnotes in our Luxembourg standard chart of accounts (PCMN), the 

financial statements layouts (eCDF). 

Each footnote consists of a word document with merge fields (see screen next page) 

User can review and modify each footnote. 

The standard set of footnotes can be copied from the standard in each company. 

User will have the option to generate financial statements included in the footnotes. 

 
Each line consists of a note to the financial statement and can be selected as being applicable to the company 

(checkbox on the left hand side) 

MODIFY EMPTY MODEL:  Allows users to create the MAIN document template used to collect and 

produce all the notes to the financial statements in a word document. 

GENERATE DOCUMENT:  Allows the user to generate the CONSOLIDATED MAIN document 

containing all the notes with merged numbers. 

DOCUMENT: Allows user to access the already existing generated footnotes. 

COPY FROM / TO:  Allows the user to copy the Footnotes from the standard to a company or 

from the standard to a company 

 

MODIFY TEMPLATE: Allows users to modify each individual note. Each individual note is a 

separate word document. 

 As such user can select a line (a note) and edit the note template (see below). 

 Merge variables format : <<F.1001>> 

 F.1001 refers to the Footnote code as defined in the standard set of 

parameters. 

 NB: New merge variables can be defined by the users based on the chart of 

accounts used. 
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All the standard notes have been defined based on the Luxembourg official chart of 

account PCMN 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS CAPTION 

User will be able to insert a reference to note into the financial statement statements. 
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PARAMETERS 

Footnotes are built based on existing parameters which are accessible to knowledgeable users in a parameter 

screen. 

Parameters can be modified and new merged information can be user defined. 

 
Each line refers to a merge field in the set of documents 

Typically a line allows to select one or several accounts or roots accounts (with the %tage sign) which enables 

DeMaSy to select the appropriate information. 

Example:  

Include 20% will extract total account balances of all accounts starting by number 20. 

Exclude 20%9 will exclude total account balance of all accounts starting by 20 and ending by 9. 
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GENERATE DOCUMENT & DOCUMENT 

GENERATE DOCUMENT will produce the footnote for the selected accounting period  

DOCUMENT will allow user to retrieve and modify the document generated. 

 
GENERATED DOCUMENTS: 
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Footnotes documents will also be available from the screen managing the accounting periods: 

 
 


